
Elizabeth thiele 

Warrior woman



in her own words:
- What she's most proud of herself for -

There are 2 things in my life I'm most proud of. The first 

is losing over 150 pounds. I was depressed and had 

low self-esteem because of my weight. Every day was 

a battle, and I knew something had to change. I've 

worked very hard to eat right and get exercise and 

reached my goal weight about a month ago. I'm 

finding myself again and learning how to live in this 

new skin, but I wouldn't trade it for the world. The 

second one is my career. I started out with my 

company in a customer service position, and within 3 

years, I moved up through the ranks to be one of the 

leading consultants at what I do in the company. 

Building a network off of showcasing my hard work 

and dedication to finding the best solution has 

granted me so many opportunities in my organization 

and has given me the confidence to use those skills in 

my personal life too.



in her own words:
- What she would tell her 16 year old self -

 If I could talk to my 16 year 

old self, the only advice 

that I'd give is not to take 

life so seriously. Make 

mistakes, love with all your 

heart and live in the 

moment.



in my own words:
- Why ms Elizabeth Thiele is a woman warrior 

role model to me- 

I met Elizabeth at a wedding in February of 2013. 

Well, it wasn't just any wedding.  Elizabeth's sister 

was getting married to my brother! It was a fabulous 

event to remember...actually more like 4 events- Indian 

Weddings, enough said? 

Sometimes you need to "warm up" to someone when 

you first meet them. But within just a few minutes of 

meeting Elizabeth, we were on the road to being 

Royal Sister-In-Laws. Throughout the weekend 

wedding ceremonies I kept noticing how just plain kind 

Elizabeth was to absolutely everyone. It made no 

difference if she was interacting with someone from 

 her own family, or someone she was meeting for the 

very first time, she oozed kindness. I remember right as 

the reception dinner was getting started I overheard 

Elizabeth say something to a special someone in my 

life. To paraphrase, she told this person to just always 

be herself. To never worry about what other people 



in my own words:
- Why ms Elizabeth Thiele is a woman warrior 

role model to me (continued)- 

Stay Positive,

Vibhayou Rock Elizabeth!

 think and to know that you are so very beautiful. That 

was a moment I'll never forget...even though there is a 

pretty good chance Elizabeth has! 

Besides her genuinely sweet heart, another of 

Elizabeth's qualities that I am so inspired by is her 

determination. When she decided she was going to 

change her body and get healthy, that is exactly what 

she did. She stuck with a program and not only 

achieved her weight loss but she literally shed her old 

self and created a whole new way to live. I've always 

told Elizabeth what a beautiful person she is, with or 

without the weight. The differnce is in her smile 

because now I see she believes it! Queen Elizabeth has 

arrived!  She encourages me and believes in me and 

thinks I am capable of transformation too. I'm so 

grateful for her support and to call this positive, 

motivated, amazing gem my sister-in-law.



Elizabeth's Favorite 

Womantra: 

Let Go of 
 The Rice

from The Book of Awakening 
by Mark Nepo


